REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALS TRIBUNAL
APPEAL NO.151 OF 2015
UN ITED MILLERS LIMITED

APPELLANT
VERSUS

COMMISSIONER

OF CUSTOMS SERVICES..........•..........

RESPONDENT

JUDGEMENT
8

INTRODUCTION
1. The Appellant is a Limited Liability company

incorporated

in Kenya

with its registered offices in the said Republic.
2. The

Respondent

is established

under

Section

3 of The Kenya

Revenue Authority Act, Cap 469' and is mandated
thereof to act as an agent" of the' Government

under Section 5

for the assessment,

collection and receipt of all revenue.

BACKGROUND
3.

Sometime

in November
"

2012, the Respondent

.

known as Road Manifest

introduced

a pilot

E.112 for, the purpose of controlling and
&

monitoring

exports. The said road manifest is a customs document

which controls
exporters'
4.

movement

of goods

meant

for export

from the

premises to the border points, also known as exit.

Pursuant to the above, the Respondent

selected various companies

for piloting the said road manifest system, the Appellant being one
of them. The selected companies were requested
report

on their various

purposes of reconciliation

exports

to give a weekly

to the Respondent's

offices for

so as to monitor the effectiveness of the

said road manifest.
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5.

Upon carrying out the online reconciliation,

the Respondent

noted

that a number of goods verified and sealed for exports from the
Appellant

did

Respondent

not

reach

the

exit

points,

issuing a notice of intention

resulting

into

the

to audit the Appellant on

11thof March 2013, pursuant to Sections 235 and 236 of The East
African Community

Customs

Management

Act 2004,

hereinafter

referred to as EACCMA.
6.

The post clearance Audit and the reconciliations revealed non-exit of
export entries, whereupon
of documentation

the Appellant was asked to prove by way

the exportation

of its various entries, which it

failed to do.
7.

Consequently
demand

on 24th September

notice

to

Kshs.l,496,614,255,

the

Appellant

8.

1stJQly" 2008

The, Appellant

for- ,payment

issued a

of a sum of

being additional taxes in respect of import duty,

VAT, IDF fees, customs
warehouse
"
for the period

2013, the Respondent

obJectea

fent, interest and conversion fees

to 31st May, 2013.

to the said additional

assessments vide a

'<c

letter dated 17th October 2013 seeking a review of the Respondent's
decision.

13th November

On

Respondent

2013,

in

adjusted the taxes downwards

response

thereto

the

to Kshs. 831,140,476.74

upon receipt of additional documents supplied by the Appellant.
9.

The Appellant
confirming

being dissatisfied with

its

demand

Ksh.831,140,476.74,
2013

before

the

in

proceeded
Customs

respect

the
of

Respondent's
the

said

decision
taxes

of

to file an Appeal on 10th December
and

Excise Appeals
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defunct).The

Respondent,

upon being served filed its Response and

Statement of Facts on 30th December 2013.
10.

Subsequently and on various occasions when the Appeal came up for
hearing before the said defunct Tribunal, the Appellant applied for
an order

that the Respondent

Schedule

of the Appellant's

discovered

do furnish the Appellant
export

entries,

upon

with a

which

it was

that some of the entries which were initially said to be

missing from the Respondent's

Simba system were now reflecting in

the said system.
11.

Pursuant to the above, the said defunct Tribunal directed that the
Respondent

do

corresponding

issue a fresh

to

the

Appellant

with

leave to the Appellant to amend its Appeal, if it so

deemed fit to do. In obedience
Respondent

demand

to the said Tribunal's directive, the

on 3RD June 2015 issued a fresh demand

against the

Appellant for an additional assessment of Kshs.809,320,991.
12.

On 27th July 2016, a further revised demand for additional taxes was
served

by

the

consideration

Respondent

upon

of all the documents

the

Appellant,

and information

after

due

availed by the

Appellant to the Respondent arising out of an order of the Tribunal
dated 20th July 2016. Having been dissatisfied with the Respondent's
additional

demand,

the Appellant wrote

a letter dated

4th

August

2016 seeking a review of the decision.
13.

Subsequently

during the hearing the Appellant

applications

for

return

of

the

original

made several oral

certificates

of exports

confiscated by the Respondent during the audit process and tendered
by the Appellant before the Tribunal in the course of the proceedings
of this

Appeal.

The

same

was

vehemently
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)

Respondent

on the basis that the latter

required

custody awaiting verification by the Appellant's

them

in their

clearing agent who

prepared them on the basis that the same were fake and necessitated
criminal

proceedings

to

be instituted

by the

Respondent.

The

Tribunal having heard the parties' submissions on the issue ordered
that the Appellant's original certificates of export be retained by the
Tribunal in its custody pending the full hearing and determination

of

the Appeal, to which the parties duly complied.
14.

During the hearing the Appellant

adduced

both oral and written

evidence. It called one witness, Mr. Shilen Gadhia who adopted
filed statement,
filed in support
Tribunal.

the statement

of facts on record and all documents

of the Appeal as his evidence

He further tendered

his

in chief before the

all the documents

in his possession

relating to exports, customs value declarations,

TREO together with

the warehouse

made both oral and

rent. The Appellant thereafter

written submissions.
15.

On its part, the Respondent called three witnesses; namely Josephine
Wachira, Veronicah Mwangi and Bernard Odhiambo
evidence

in support

who all gave

of its assessments. The Respondent

thereafter

made both written and oral submissions.

ISSUES
16.

Both the Appellant

and the Respondent

defined the issues

in the

dispute herein after being directed to' do so by the Tribunal. The
Tribunal has carefully and respectfully studied all the pleadings filed,
the

oral

and

documentation

written
together

submissions

by

both

with the defined issues
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::

concurs with the same for determination.

Consequently

the same are

hereunder re-stated as follows;
a.

Whether

the

Appellant

duly

exported

its products

declared as exports.
b.

Whether

the

Appellant

accounted

for all its TREO

imports.
c.

Whether the Appellant under-declared

customs value on

its crude palm oil and wheat imports.
d.

Whether the Appellant had correct tariff declarations of
its imported items.

e.

Whether

the Respondent

was justified

in demanding

customs warehouse rent.
,

f.

Whether the Respondent's

demand for taxes dating over

5 years was statutory time barred

THE ARGUMENTS
17.

It is to these is,sues that the Tribunal

turns to. Accordingly the

"it

Tribunal

will proceed
""

Respondent's

",

to consider

argurnents.sequentlallv

both the Appellant's

and the

on each issue as hereunder;

a) Whether the Appellant duly exported its products declared as
exports
18.

The Appellant contended

that it exported

its products,

namely but

not limited to edible oils and fats, soaps and flour to various
countries during the period of audit covered
Therefore

the Respondent's

demand

by the Respondent.

for additional

taxes for these

products on the basis that the goods were not reported
system and/or

were not supported

in the simba

by the requisite documents

untenable.
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is

19.

The Appellant submitted that it adhered to all export requirements
and procedures

put in place by the Respondent,

limited to availing of copies of all endorsed
stamped by the Respondent's

namely but not

export

entries duly

customs officers at the relevant points

of port of exit, supporting proforma invoices, loading sheets for each
shipment,

inspection and verification reports evidencing the fact of

export.
20.

According to the Appellant it had in its possession other documents
such as the bills of lading, cargo manifests and customer invoices as
proof of export, which documents
Respondent.

were rejected unilaterally by the,

Instead the Respondent

relied on its own information

including that of its Simba system whose

accuracy could not be

"

verified.
21.

The Appellant
export were

submitted that all loading of their goods meant for
supervised by the Respondent's
i\

,,,,..

verified and sealed the vehicles transporting
"'0.

the Resporident's

all the Appellant's

officers who inspected,
the products, a process

w

that starts from-the Appellant's
Moreover,

,

premises up to the border points.

officers ,at the border points endorsed

export entries
upon satisfaction that the goods
,
...

were duly produced at the border points and exported.
22..

It was contended
certificate

of

Respondent's

by the Appellant that with the introduction
export

with

effect

from

December,

officers duly issued the Appellant

of the

201 0,

the

with certificates of

origin in respect of the its exports made in compliance thereof.
23.

The Appellant further stated that in practice it was the Respondent's
responsibility

to report entries in the Simba system at the border

points, which after approving

exports and endorsing
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forms were

required

to report

the entries

in the said system.

Therefore if there was any delay in entering the entries into the said
system, it should not be blamed

on the Appellant

who had no

control over the said system.
24.

It was the Appellant's

submission that the non-production

Simba system by the Respondent,
not testing the evidence

of the

during the hearing, resulted into it

of the system by cross-examination

and

thereby denied it the right to fair hearing as envisaged under Article
50 of the Constitution.

Therefore it submitted that the Respondent's

evidence on the Simba system process ought to be disregarded in its
entirety.
25.

On the issue of the failure of the motor vehicles details being in the
rotation

books at border

points,

the Appellant

argued

omission ought to be visited upon the Respondent's

that the

customs officers

and not prejudice the Appellant's case.
26.

The Appellant discredited the evidence of the Respondent's

witnesses

namely, Veronicah Mwangi and Josephine Wachira on the basis that
whereas

they produced

rotation

registers from Namanga

point and testified that none of the export entries emanating
the Appellant appeared

border
from

in the rotation registers, and further that for

their nine years' work they had not come across any of the trucks
containing the Appellant's export products, there were two entries,
namely,

number

2012NKU72958NMA

and 2012NKU

which formed part of the initial assessment demand
taxes

but were

subsequently

entries by the Respondent.
that

the same having

reviewed

73011NMA

for additional

and accepted

as correct

This, the Appellant argued was evidence

not been

reviewed
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supports

its contention

that the said system was indeed flawed,

resulting in the said erroneous demand against the Appellant.
27. Moreover,

the Appellant

argued

that the Respondent

demanded

various taxes which were not due as hereunder:a) For a sum of Kshs.769, 318.00 on flour sale under entry Nos.
2012KSM144321 and 2012KSM143482

when

the flour sales

were zero rated whether sold locally or exported.
b) Kshs.576, 264.00 was demanded

as export Value Added tax in

respect of entry No. 8077 though the Appellant had cancelled
the exports a respect of the same.
c) Kshs. 2,042,930

in VAT on entry Nos.

2013NB11064635,

2013NB11086873,

2013N B11060276,

2013NB 11059850,

2013NB1159856,

2013NB11032129,

2013NB11034443,

2013NB11044610,
2013NKU97964

2013NBll060121,
as the

products manufactured

2013NBI1032135

items enumerated

herein

and

are not

by the Appellant.

d) Kshs. 109,304 in VAT on entry N02013NJBll07861

as the said

export related to machinery that was sent to the Appellant's
supplier in Germany

for repairs and was therefore

not an

entry relating to exports by the Appellant.
e) Kshs.6, 289,330

in VAT under

2011KSM123891 and

entry

2011KSM124049

Nos2012NKU80177,
as the alleged

sales

never took place and credit notes were raised, the Appellant
advised the various Respondents'

stations to cancel the entries

vide its letters tendered in evidence.
f) The Respondent
VAT

on

entry

erroneously
nos.

demanded

2012NKU72958,
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2012NKU89037,

2013NKU94851,

2012KSM137266,

2012KSM144321,

2009NKU47126,

2009NKU47128,

2009NKU47129,

2009NKU47122,

2009NKU47124,

2009NKU47127

and 2009NKU47835

were found to be in rotational

as the entries thereof

registers and maintained at the

respective border status.
g) The Respondent
entry

demanded

Nos.

2011NKU66276,

Kshs.2, 533,341

2013KSM147776,
2012KSM143482

in VAT under
2013NKU91702,

as these entries were not

found in rotational registers and further there were no loading
reports or messages in the Respondent's
is a probability
Appellant's

that

premises

the goods
and

Simba system as there

were

the entries

not
were

thereby remaining open at the Respondent's
28.

Consequently

the Appellant contended

stuffed at the
not

cancelled,

Simba system.

that its products were duly

exported and the demand herein ought to be set aside.
29.

In response to this issue, namely, as to whether the Appellant duly
exported its products declared as exports, the Respondent

submitted

that the Appellant has failed to produce even a single certificate of
clearance as evidence that the motor vehicles (trucks) declared as
conveying

its goods to the foreign ports was issued pursuant

to

Sections 73and 88 of EACCMA 2004.
30.

It was the evidence of the Respondent that an export of goods ought
to have been validated by the following, which the Appellant failed
to produce;
a) An endorsed
an Outward

Road Manifest which is properly rotated by issuing
Rotation Number in the Rotation Register at the exit
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point. The Rotation Number is handwritten

on the Road Manifest

after the details have been entered in the rotation register.
b) A proper

entry

Number,

in the Rotation

description

Register capturing

of goods, the exporter,

the Entry

the importer and

means of transport.
c) Verification Account endorsed
Manifest or the export
Verification

by hand at the back of the Road

Entry and signed and stamped

by the

Officer (VO) who carried out a physical check to

confirm that the goods declared for export are actually received
at the exit station.
d) An online message input by the Head Verification Officer (HVO)
h

~

or the VO indicating that they have indeed received the goods
,

and physically verified or sighted, them.
e) A Certificate of Export (COE) which is generated

online once the

HVO or the Station Head is s£atisfied that the, goods declared for
/'

export through that particular station have exited/left the country.
Information

used to generate

the COE is from the Verification

Account or Rotatio~ Register.
31.

The Respondent

stated that the Appellant

had an obligation

ensure its goods sold for export are actually exported
any of the above methods,

to

by adopting

which in any event it failed to do as

evidence that the exports took place or at all. It submitted that the
Appellant's
assertion
Respondent
32.

goods did not leave Kenya and hence the Appellant's
that

it adhered

to

the

required

procedure

by the

is untrue.

On the allegation

that the Respondent

Simba system, the Respondent

failed to update

its online

denied the same and submitted that
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the

online

Appellant.
cannot

system

is updated

It submitted

update

that

the system

using

where

why

it

manufactured
made

on wheat

2012KSM84683

entries

since one

is irregular

flour,

rated

the same under

export

the same and

the information

that the same was not zero

Appellant

by the

and

case.

On the issue of the assessment
argued

supplied

it can only authenticate

illegal as was in the Appellant's
33.

information

the Respondent

and wondered

duty remission

Numbers

why the
(TREO) and

2012KSM144321

does not need an export

and

entry to sell the

goods locally.
34.

On the issue that some entries
not

manufactured

argument

by

the

Appellant,

that it has challenged

number

and tax details -were

Appellant

ever reported

Police or lodged

as stated

related

it was

the

the Appellant

to products
Respondent's

to explain why its pin

used on the same

the anomaly

any complaint

above

to relevant

and whether
authorities

with the Respondent,

the

such as

to which the

h

Appellant
thereto
35.

o

failed. to adequately

respond

and

hence

its arguments

are farfetched.

The Respondent
entries remain
that the goods

stated that the fact that the Appellant
open
were

states that its

in the Simba system to date is a clear indication
never exported

and in any event,

the alleged

entries could not be found in the Simba system.
36.

The

Respondent

vehemently

export

by the Appellant

instead

the Appellant

export.

It went

further

were
produced

stated

that

the

not exported
forged

to demonstrate
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oral evidence and submissions that evidence of forgery or fraud were
manifested from inter alia the following;
EVIDENCE OF FORGERY
a) The Certificates of Export (CoE) furnished
support

their

generated

export

entries

are fake.

by the Appellant to
All CoEs are system

and the presence of a CoE means the same can be

retrieved from the Customs online system.
b) The CoE presented and now-in custody of the Tribunal none of
the same is in the Customs system.
This was demonstrated
.sRespondent

on the live environment

by the

of the Simba system.

c) The fact that the Appellant furnished the Tribunal with CoEs that
cannot be retrieved from the system yet NO CoE is MANUALLY
CREATED is sufficient proof offorgery.
'%

d) All the CoEs supporting, export through

Namanga

border were

found to be fake as none of the 80 edEs tally with information in
the Simba system or do not exist at all.
e) Some of the CoE numbers belong to different/other

CoEs and for

exports by other cofnpanies and-were issued in different years and
from different export,stati,pns.
f) CoE number is serlallsedxsystern generated

and the same number

cannot be repeated by the system in a particular year. Equally CoE
numbers are subsequent and can never decrease.
g) It is the Respondent's
CoE requirements

submission that since the introduction

in the year 2010, the Appellant

of the

being part of

the taxpayers chosen for the pilot project is required to have CoEs
to back their claim for export. It is this requirement

that force the

Appellant to forge CoEs because no export took place.
Judgement Appeal No.151 of 2015 (United Millers Limited)
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h) The inspection and verification reports produced by the Appellant
confirm

that indeed

Appellant's

the goods

premises (departure

in issue were

at the

points) but this is not evidence

that the goods actually exited the border
corresponding

declared

inspection/verification

because there is no

showing the goods reached

the exit points.
i) The

processing

of the

export

entries

by the

Centre

(OPC)

does

Respondent's

Document

Processing

not

evidence

exportation.

An export Entry processed by the OPC can only be
\u

discharged by a report of exit and this must be generated

at the

exit points once the goods are received and exported.
j)

Rotation numbers are normally issued by a verification officer at
the point of receiving and confirming that the goods declared in
the entry are contained

in the vessel declared to be the means of

transport. They are issued for all transport
railway wagon,

means including vessel,

aircraft or vehicle carrying goods destined

for

transit or export.
k) Entries containing the rotation

numbers are made in 8 sets. The

original copy is retafhed at the Respondent's
other

copies are dlstrifuted

to various

boarder post and the
officers such as KESS,

clearing agent, police etc.
I) The Respondent
because
Appellant

the

determined

Rotation

numbers

as a confirmation

Respondent's

the rotation
that

were

of export

numbers

were fake

presented
were

by the

found

in the

records but were for different goods of a different

description belonging to other exporters and they were issued for
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different

vessels, on different dates of export

and at different

export points.
m) Pursuant to the order of the Tribunal all the physical Rotation
Registers

were

inspection

team

availed

for

the

despite

availing

Appellant's

inspection.

did not come

The

up with any

Rotation Number supplied by the Appellant.
n) None of the Rotation Numbers furnished by the Appellant belong
to him and some do not exist. This was demonstrated

using the

original Rotation Registers where the inspection team from both
the Appellant

and

Respondent

could

not

trace

any of the

Rotation Numbers.
0) From

the

reflecting
station.

inspection
the

exercise

Appellant

These however

Truck numbers

were
were

only
found

two
for

mismatched

and the Respondent

Rotation

Numbers

Namanga

Customs

with

regard to the

submits the actual trucks

never arrived at the station and therefore were not rotated. What
is more

is that

corresponding

the

Numbers

are

online message or a verification

always be endorsed
Entry retained

Rotation

not

by

report that must

on the export Entry copies of the endorsed

at the Customs office and exporter

original handwritten

backed

retains the

verification report.

p) If the Rotation Numbers are authentic, the Appellant should have
availed the original documents used to make the register entries either the endorsed

Road Manifest or endorsed

export

Entry.

None have been availed.
q) The anomaly to mismatch the truck is a clear indication that the
Appellant

merely presented

the documents
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This matter is being investigated to reveal how such information
was entered

into the registers without

the physical goods being

received.
r) It is very important
Appellant

to note that out of 247 export Entries the

is only talking of two

register, notwithstanding
s) The Respondent

entries

being traced

in the

the anomaly with the two records.

has severally over, the course of this Appeal

challenged the Appellant to produce even a single import Entry
from Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) to show that the goods
were received in Tanzan~

but to date the Appellant has failed to

respond to this demand/

an exporter

of the Appellant's

would easily acquire the TRA customs documents
products were received
t) With

regard

produced

stature

if indeed the

by TRA.

to the endorsements

'on the export

by the Appellant, the Respondent

documents

submits the stamps

and signatures do not belong to the Respondent.
u) It is the Respondent's

Witness 1 (Veronica Mwangi) testimony that

the signatures appearing, on the Verification Accounts are not her
signature. The Appellantdid

not cross-examine the witness on the

issue because it argued th;at they may not know each individual
signature.
v) It was also the witnesses' testimony that all officers at Namanga
Customs

have specific stamps each bearing

a number

that is

unique to the officer for purposes of identifying further the officer
who endorses

the export

documents.

The evidence

from the Appellant is of a general stamp without
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numbers. This is a clear sign that the stamp used did not belong to
the Respondent.
37.

The Respondent

further submitted

show the inconsistency
emanated

that it had specific evidence to

on the part of the Appellant,

from the Appellant's

Bundle 1, date

part of which

l l" August 2016, filed

before the Tribunal as hereunder;
i) Page 180: COE Number

NMA 9327

belongs to Entry No.

2010NBI694677

and not the -Appellant's

2013NKU91069.

That CoE Number 9327 is for the year 2010
if'

export

Entry No.

'

not 2013. The genulnerCof

Number 9327 was generated

by

Officer Number 01534 MARTIN N. NABUYA and not 01218
VERONICA M. MWANGI.
ii) Page 186: CoE Number NtvlA 9353 belongs to Entry Number

2010NBI705959

and

not'

the v.~ppellant's

export

Entry

Number 2013NKU91138. That <?bE Number is for year 2010
not

2013 and

was generated

by Officer

Number

01534

MARTIN NABUYA and not Officer Number 01218 VERONICA
M. MWANGh
'(

iii) Page 192: CoE Number NMA 9345 belongs to Entry Number

2010NBI706743
2013NKU91282.
not

2013

MARTING

and

the

Appellant's

Entry

Number

That CoE Number is for the year 2010 and

and was generated
NABUYA

and

by Officer
not

Officer

Number

01534

Number

01218

VERONICA M. MWANGI.
iv) The above pattern

is repeated

on Pages 198, 210, 219, 232,

397 and elsewhere CoE Numbers are randomly

picked by the

Appellant and transposed on their export documents.
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v) CoE Number 2012NMA 65463 on Page 269 and CoE Number
2012NMA

65459

on Page 274 do not exist for Namanga

border. Such numbers have only been reached in the busiest
Customs stations of Kilindini, JKA, Busia and Malaba.
vi) According to the Appellant

Namanga

Customs had already

reached CoE number 65,463 barely 13 days into the year. The
two

CoEs

i.e.

2012NMA65459

CoE

numbers

2012NMA65463

and

according to the Appellant were made at the

same Customs station by the same officer and at exactly the
,
/'
.
same time -13/01/2012 at 15:30:07.
vii)

Page 277: CoE Number 7356 for Namanga

Customs is

dated 21st January, 2012 and has decreased from the previous
on page 274 (NMA 65459) dated 13th January, 2012.
viii)

Page 283:

CoE Number

NMA

7356

for Namanga

Customs is exactly tHe same as the CoE on page 277 (above)
,

cr';

*

st

dated 21 January, 2012 issued for Entry No. 2012NKU73255
but this time it was issued on 19th January, 2012 for Entry NO.
2012NKU73214.
ix) Page 427

and

page, 433:
,

CoENumber

NMA 8630

dated

,

12/08/2012
it was

issued for Entry No. 2012NKU73255

issued on

19th January,

2012

for

but this time
Entry Number

2012NKU73214.
x) Page 445 and page 451: CoE Number
12/08/2012

at 10:30:03

NMA 8657

dated

is greater than CoE Number

NMA

8652 dated 19/08/2012 at 09:33:03.
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xi) Page 657: CaE Number 65349 does not exist for Namanga.
Only JKA, Kilindini, Busia and

Malaba

reached

the Serial

number 60,000 in a single series/year.
xii)

Page 687:

CaE Number

NMA63157

issued on 29th

December, 2011 has decreased from the previous CaE on page
657 of NMA 65349.

The Personal

Number

of the Officer

issuing the CaE is 01218 but the Officer's name has changed
from

one

VERONICA

M.

MWANGI

to

JOSEPHINE

WACHIRA.
xiii)

Page

675:

CaE

Number

2011NMA4734

issued

on

17/12/2011 is a great leap from 65349 which was issued on
10/12/2011. The serial number has decreased
4,000
whose

from 60,000 to

in 7 days. The issuer is one JOSEPHINE WACHIRA
Personal

Number

also belongs

to VERONICA M.

MWANGI.
xiv)

Page

676:

CaE

Number

2011NMA4734

17/12/2011 is a great leap from 65349
10/12/2011. The serial number

issued

on

which was issued on

has decreased

from 60,000

to

4,000 in 7 days. The issuer is one JOSEPHINE WACHIRA whose
Personal Number also belongs to VERONICA M. MWANGI.
xv)

Page
24/12/2011

681:

CaE

Number

has decreased

2011NMA4597

issued

from the one on page 676 above

which was issued on 17/12/2011. The real 2011NMA4597
2010

issued

by

one

on

JOSEPHINE

WACHIRA

and

is
not

VERONICA M. MWANGI.
xvi)

It is the Respondent's

submission that the system cannot

interchange users log in credentials as the access is based on the
Judgement Appeal No.1S1 of 201S (United Millers Limited)
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username

and password.

The mismatching

of Ms Wachira's

number with that of Ms Mwangi could not have been done by
the system.
xvii) It was the Respondent's
generated

evidence

that the CoEs allegedly

by Ms Josephine Wachira could not have been done

by her because her Simba log in Number was that of Ms Veronica
Mwangi.

This must have been

manually

inserted

on a fake

certificate because it is not possible for the system to make such a
mistake.
xviii) It was also the witnesses' evidence that by the time the CoEs
were generated she was no longer stationed at Namanga and did
not have credentials to log into the Simba as her work was in a
different station arid therefore was not in a position to generate a
CoE.'A copy of her transfer letter showing the date of transfer is
on record.

.

xix) Apart from only CoEs the rest were issued by the same officer
for a period of 3 years and the content is almost uniform - 2700
packages and m'ea~~"<?ftransport is "TRUCK" with no registration
•

'%

number In all the CoEs.
',»

xx)

An ideal CoE reflects the registration number of the means of
transport.

The format of the CoE actually requires the type of

transport

and

specific railway

number to be entered.

wagon,

aircraft,

vessel/vehicle

None of the CoEs by the Appellant has

the registration number yet this provision is specified for all CoEs.
xxi) Other certificate of Export Numbers belongs to other unrelated
exports,

by other

exporters,

cleared

Judgement Appeal No.151 of 2015 (United Millers Limited)
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different years and different stations. None of the CoE Numbers
belong to the Appellant.

38.

Moreover,

the Respondent

submitted

that rotational

numbers are

usually issued by a verification officer of the Respondent

at the port

of receiving and confirming that the goods declared in the entry are
contained

in the vessel declared to be the means of transport

and

that they are issued for all transport means, including vessel, railway,
aircraft or vehicles carrying goods destined
They are made in eight sets, the Respondent

for transit or export.
retains the original at its

border point and the others are distributed to various authorities like
Kenya Bureau of Standards, clearing agents, police, inter
39.

In the Appellant's

case, the Respondent

i!l~.

argued that the rotational

numbers were fake on the basis that though the numbers presented
by the Appellant
Respondent's
description

as confirmation

of export

were

found

in the

records, they were for different goods of a different
belonging

to other

exporters

and issued for different

vessels, on different dates of export and at different exit points. In
this regard, the Respondent
presented

the documents

submitted

that the Appellant

merely

and not the actual goods and this issue is

under investigation by the Respondent.
40.

On the issue of the two rotational
reflecting the Appellant's declaration
the Respondent

admitted

numbers that were found to be
of export at Namanga border,

that the same were indeed correct and

found at Namanga Customs station but argued that the same were
mismatched with regard to the vehicle truck numbers and contended
that the actual trucks never reached Namanga.
Judgement Appeal No.ISI of 201S (United Millers Limited)
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in any event, the same were not supported

by corresponding

online

message or verification report that must always be endorsed on the
export entry, copies be retained by the customs office failing which,
the Respondent
41.

submitted that the same were not rotated.

On the issue of the Respondent's

endorsements

by the Appellant

to

on the export

documents

produced

support

export,

the

Respondent

argued that the stamps and signatures do not belong to
"

it and further that its first witness's testimony
showed that all officers at Namanga

of Veronica Mwangi

customs have specific stamps

each bearing a number that 'is unique to that officer for purposes of
identifying the particular officer who endorses the export documents.
d

The witness's
verification

evidence

documents

was that the signatures appearing

on the

were not hers or any of the Respondent's

officers and further that the general stamp on the record without sun
marks or numbers was a clear indication that the stamp endorsed
thereon did not belong to the-Respondent.
e

42.

"

,

On the issue of-the.Respondent's

system interchanging the users log,

".

and more particul~rly'for , its two witnesses Veronica Mwangi and
Josephine

wachira,

interchange
Username
aforesaid

the' Respondent

"

users log in credentials

argued that its system cannot
as the access is based on the

and Password and the mismatching

of the two officers

could not have been done by its system but rather an

indication

that this was manually

Moreover

the said witness, Josephine Wachira testified that she was

no longer stationed

at Namanga

inserted

on a fake certificate.

and did not have credentials log

into the Simba system as she was in a different department
therefore

and could

not be in a position to generate a CaE. On this basis the
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Respondent

concluded that there were non- exit of goods declared

as exports by the Appellant.

b) Whether the Appellant accounted for all its TREO imports

43.

According to the Appellant, the Respondent

after audit, demanded

taxes

with

amounting

to

KshsA,353,829.83

KshsA3,538,288.30

from

the

Appellant

on

the

a

penalty

of

basis that

the

Appellant failed to account for imported wheat weighing 16,273,478
kilograms under the TREO scheme compared

to the expected Out

Put during the relevant period. The value of the wheat according to
the Respondent

was Kshs. 435,382,983.26.

that during the audit period,

it imported

The Appellant

argued

several consignments

of

wheat under the duty Remission Scheme for use in the manufacture
of goods for export, having duly applied for and granted approvals
for duty Remission (TREO) and was thereafter
security bond
Respondent.
imported
production

for the taxes otherwise
The Appellant

goods towards

payable
to import

the manufacture

in favour

of the

and supply the

of goods for use in the

of essential goods under the Essential Goods Production

Support Programme
conducted

proceeded

required to obtain a

(EGPSP), a programme

by the Respondent

indeed manufactured

under TREO, which was

and duly satisfied that the goods were

and sold and thereby issued authorisation

for

bond cancellation.
44.

The Appellant stated that contrary to the Respondent's
wheat

imports

approved

never exceeded

the

assertion, its

specified quantities

of wheat

by the Council of Ministers under the Duty Remission

Scheme and duly operated

its transactions
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laid down laws, namely

Section 140 of EACCMA 2004 and Section

23 of the VAT Act, Cap 476, repealed.
it therefore

The Appellant submitted that

legitimately expected that the Respondent

by its decision and not act unreasonably

to demand

would abide
taxes after the

Appellant had already cancelled its security bonds.
45.

It was the contention
of demanding

of the Appellant that the Respondent's

action

extra taxes for goods that were specifically exempted

by the law was irrational,

constitutes

unreasonable

public power and in bad faith. In furtherance

exercise of its

of its arguments, the

v
"

Appellant relied on various case law, namely:i)

R -vs- Commissioner of customs, Export Malchand Ramji
& ... Ltd (2010) e KLR

ii)

Re Preston (1985)vl A.C 835-836

iii)

Associated

Provisional

Picture

Wednesbury

Corporation

(1948) IKB 223-224

iv)

Houses

Republic -vs- KRA Exparte: Cosmos

Limited

-vs-

Ltd (2016) eKLR,

citing South Bucks District Council -vs- Flanagan (2002)
CV. 690 (2002) WLR 260.
46.

The Appellant further contended

that the Respondent's

demand for

taxes after the latter had cancelled its bonds was ill motivated

and

manifestly prejudicial when it had failed during its audit to take into
account that the Appellant's wheat processing is done by two of its
mills, namely, Old Wheat Mill of Obote Road and New Wheat Mill
off Nkrumah

Road and only considered

partial

production

data

relating to its Old Wheat Mill in its demand of 24th September 2013.
47.

It was the Appellant's
account

case that the Respondent

all the production

period

covered
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particular it failed to take into account 25th February 2009 -31st May
/2013

for the New Wheat

Mill and 27th September

2008 - 31st

December 2008 and 30th May 2009 -30th May 2013 for the Old
Wheat Mill.
48.

The Appellant further submitted that the Respondent

failed to take

into account the closing stocks, being stock balances spilling over the
audit period as well as outturn
outturn

tolerance

levels that is allowable

between

bill of lading quantities

differences, short-landing

and what is discharged as per the final outturn
dust and

in-transit-

Kisumu-transport
49.

In concluding

losses (shortages

arising from

Mombasa

to

of imported wheat).

herein, the Appellant

above, the Respondent

submitted

that owing to the

arrived at an erroneous

conclusion that the

failed to account for all its wheat

Appellant

report, screenings,

imported

under the

TREO regime in demanding the additional taxes.
50.

In response to the Appellant's arguments on this issue, namely as to
whether

the Appellant

Respondent

for all its TREO imports,

accounted

the

stated that despite enjoying the duty relief on imported

inputs the Appellant failed to export the finished products or failed
to

account

for

contravention

the

of

products

Regulation

sold
7 of

into

the

local

EACCMA (Duty

market

in

Remission)

Regulations, 2008.
51.

The Respondent

categorically argued that the information

much was imported

under the TREO, was manufactured

waste arising from the manufacture

of how
and was

thereof, was collected from the

Appellant's records during the audit period. It further argued that the
Appellant was accorded an opportunity
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and to date has failed to do so leaving the Respondent
option

with the no

other than use what was collected from the Appellant to

assess additional taxes.
52.

On the issue of cancellation of bonds, the Respondent
the same was based on information
does

not

information

take

away

so provided

the

provided

Respondent's

argued that

by the Appellant and
power

to

verify

the

and where necessary make a demand for

additional taxes after an in-depth audit like post clearance is done to
verify the correctness or accuracy of the information
be treated

as a discharge of the Appellant's

and should not

security obligations.

It

further argued that in any event, the post clearance audit was carried
out after the bonds, were cancelled and the Respondent

could not

""

call for payment while-the bonds were in force.
53.

The Respondent

contended

that it used quantifiable

data provided

by the Appellant in respect of accounting for the TREO inputs, being
the

production

allowable

records

and

sales, while
,

taking

closing

stock,

outturn "differences and shortages, and transit losses. As a

" ,

result, its demand for additional taxes is justifiable.

c) Whether the Appellant under-declared custom value on its crude
palm oil and wheat imports.

o On crude palm oil products.
54. According to the Appellant, the Respondent
of

Kshs.203,366,082;

Kshs.15,583,509
Kshs.565,870,538
Appellant's

and

VAT
penalty

being

for

of

demanded

Kshs.73,517,109,

of Kshs.273,403,881,
understated

crude palm oil products

import duties

customs

and wheat

all
value

imports

IDF

totalling
on

the

imported

during the Audit period to which the Appellant denied.
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55.

The Appellant
(CPOP)

argued that it imported

mainly

from

one,

Josovina

its crude palm oil products
Commodities

(Josovina), a limited liability company incorporated

PTE Limited

in Singapore and

that it paid all the proper taxes.
56.

The Appellant argued that in its pleadings herein and the statement of
one Shilen Gadhia, its witness , it annexed

all requisite

namely the samples of various sets of transaction
to some of the entries as contained

documents

in "the Respondent's

additional taxes for purposes of demonstrating

documents,
relating

demand for

what was actually paid

or payable for its imports. The documents it supplied were as follows;

57.

i)

Supply Contract

ii)

Commercia] Invoices

iii)

Import Declaration form

iv)

Credit note/Debt

v)

Import Declaration (entry)

vi)

Bllf'of lading

vii)

Payment instructions td\the Appellant's Bank

viii)

Payment advic~'from the Bank

ix)

Out turn report

h,

note (as applicable)

"

It was the Appellant's

further

contention

that the Respondent's

rejection of its declared values which was based on Outturn quantities
and Credit/Debit

notes that showed

than the Appellant's
Appellant

prices per metric tonne higher

commercial invoice value was erroneous

was categorical

supply contract entered

that the transaction

into between
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commercial invoice value was the total price agreed forming the basis
of the declared CIF value on forms C.17B.
58.

The Appellant conceded that the deposit paid did not form part of
the invoice value and that the actual value is higher than that from the
commercial invoice. It proceeded to state that the transaction value in
the Appellant's
goods,

case had the prices that were actually paid for the

simply arrived

quantity shipped.

at by multiplying

the unit price with the

It is on these values that the Appellant paid duties

and other taxes.
59.

On the issue as to why the insured values are shown as 110% of the
commercial

invoice values, the Appellant argued that the additional

10% is to take care of compensation
include stevedoring

for ancillary costs incurred which

charges, freight, clearing among

cargo received and that the practice is the norm
exception

others, on the
rather than the

in the industry. It stated further that the same is guided by

the Federation of Oils, Seeds and Fat Associations London (FOSTA), a
professional International

contract issuing and arbitral body concerned

exclusively with the world
International

trade

in oil seeds, oils and fats, The

Chamber of Commerce VCP 600 terms, and East African

customs valuation manual notes.
60.

Lastly on this issue, the Appellant argued that in respect of deposit
paid, not disclosed, and which the Respondent

assumed was not

included in the commercial invoice, it cannot in the circumstances be
relied upon
contention,
i)

in determining

the transaction

value. To buttress this

the Appellant cited case law, namely:-

S. 122 (1) of EACCMA
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Tax Appeal No. 12 of 2013 - Diamond

ii)

Industries Ltd -vs-

Commissioner of Customs services
Hi)

Tax Appeal No. 17 of 2013 - Kapa Oil Refineries (K) -vsCommissioner of Customs services

61.

In its response

to the Appellant's

products, the Respondent
to

the

laid down

Respondent's

arguments

on crude palm oil

argued that the Appellant failed to adhere

valuation

laws and

procedure.

submission that in determination

goods for valuation purposes the primary

It was

the

of value of imported

method is the transaction

value which is the price actually paid or payable (PAPP) as adjusted
where necessary which in trade transactions

in Kenya is represented
"

by Cost, insurance and F.Jeight,,JCIF)for imports by sea.
62.

The Respondent

stated' that in the Appellant' s transactions,

actually paid is not represented

by the invoice amount

the price
alone, but

rather one need to look for all the other aspects of the transaction
and available supporting
the invoice was NO%,

"'

documents.

Therefore,

it argued that since

then what the Appellant insured in terms of CIF

is what forms the transaction value. It is therefore what the Appellant

",

insured to import goods at 1100/0 of the cost, which value was applied
,

for valuation purposes.
63.

Further the Respondent

submitted

itself by denying the Respondent

that the Appellant

access to all accounting documents,

credit and debit notes, supply contracts, production
input, output

contradicted

process plans and

records among others while acknowledging

that there

are other necessary documents like the commercial invoices, contracts,
bill

of

lading,

determination

orders

among

others

that

are

important

of transaction value of goods.
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64.

It was the Respondent's

argument that it was confronted

with three

different values herein, namely, invoice value. sales contract value and
the credit/debit

note value. Having doubted the accuracy of the same,

and the additional information

supplied, which was not satisfactory as

it did not tally with the commercial invoice it had no option but to
depart from transaction

value to alternative

methods of valuation as

provided for in law.
65.

The Respondent
correspondence

drew the attention
exchanged

between

of the Tribunal

to an email

the parties which was tendered

as evidence. It showed t~at the deposit was' paid yet the payment was
not disclosed in the "invoice of the books of accounts availed. It was
argued further that invoices were availed after the lapse of seven
days' notice and after the deposit payment
deposits paid. It therefore

concluded

period had lapsed and

that the invoice amount could

not be of the "d"~posit paid .and sthe Appellant

,

under-declared

its

"
'"
customs value on crude
palm oil products.

ii)

"

"'.

Under valuation'of wheat and other items.

66. The Appellant's argument on the issue is that it imported consignments
of wheat,
Respondent.

which were

declared

and

correct

taxes paid to the

The Appellant submits that having adduced documents

in support of the various relevant entries contained

in the demand, it

prays that the Tribunal sets aside the alleged additional

taxes on the

same.
67. The Respondent

on the other hand stated that it had enough evidence

to support its demand.

It referred to documents

it adduced before

the Tribunal, being various relevant entries as follows:Judgement Appeal No.151 of 2015 (United Millers Limited)
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i)

In respect of Entry No. 1828612, a total1000MT
A total of USD1090720
invoice IN-09/07-3920.

ii)

was imported.

per advice notes and 745000

per

Advance of USD100000 not factored.

In respect of Entry No. 2070535,

consignment

was declared

Cost Freight (C&F) and no insurance debit note availed to the
Respondent
statutory

and valuation

was based on C&F instead of the

CIF. An adjustment

declaration

was

made

for

this under

to factor in the marine insurance cost which is a

compulsory cost element of the Customs Value.
'1.

iii)

if'

In respect of Entry No: 2267793,

a rate of Kshs.79.535 per

USD prevailed.
iv)

In respect of Entry No. 2321620, the Appellant paid a total of
,

USD1, 919, 532.75, for both this entry and 993844.

Extra

payment loaded on this entry:
v)

In respect of Entry No. 2391136, tHe Appellant paid a total of
USDr: 842'c153 and did not declare the full amount.

vi)

In respect 9PEntry No. 1164260, the Appellant paid a total of
USD1, 718,540 and failed to 'declare an extra invoice IN-02-01
dated 4/3/08
has proven

of USD2" 825, 00 not declared. The Appellant
having

paid

Kshs.27,221,073.00

vide removal

entries Nos. 1169148 and 1253196 leaving Kshs.6,465,687.00
as due and payable.
vii)

In respect
imported

of Entry No. 296950,
3836,932MT

@USD798.

the Appellant
Storage

paid and

at country

of

export form part of the CIF and this was adjusted to reflect the
cost actually incurred in accordance with the Transaction Value
Method.
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viii)

In respect of Entry No. 1226089, the Appellant paid a total of
USD5, 605,50
ledger).

The

plus an advance of USD 292,500
Appellant

has

proven

Kshs.6,622,735.00 VAT vide removal

(not in

having

paid

Entry No. 1322181

leaving Kshs.9,482,862.00 as duty, VAT and IDF due and
payable.
ix)

In respect to Entry No. 1226232, the Appellant paid a total of
"

USD2439420 on invoice No. IN-08/05-3347

plus 292500

paid on invoice number IN-08-03-01 (not in ledger). The
Appellant has proven having paid Kshs.26,094,214.00 vide
removal entries-Nos, 13128880, 1320845 and 1295083 leaving
Kshs.2,835,274.00 asdue and payable.
x)

In respect of Entry No. 1243133, the Appellant paid a total of
USD 271,045 on invoice No. IN-08-3369 dated 13/5/08 and
USD ",148,750 paid on invoice 'number
,

tt;.

F"

IN-08-05-01 dated

"I/'

6/5/08 (not in ledger). The Appellant has proven having paid
Kshs.3,448?07\~0 VAT vide removal

Entry No. 1389858

"
leaving Kshs.4';077,802.00
as-duty. and IDF due and payable.
"

xi)

In respect of Entry No. 1266961, the Appellant paid a total of
USD 1,232,925.86

on

invoice

No.

IN-08-05-3410

dated

28/5/08 and USD119,000 on invoice No. IN-08-05-02 dated
14/5/08 (not in ledger). The Appellant has proven having paid
Kshs.13,823,887.00 VAT vide removal Entry No. 1368904
leaving Kshs.619,501.00as due and payable.
xii)

In respect of Entry No. 2622098, the Appellant Imported
2000.530MT

at USD775PMT but declared 1991.061 PMT,
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hence the amount demanded

of Kshs.215, 980.00 remains due

and payable.
68.

In view of the above enumerated

entries, the Respondent

argued

that the Appellant chose to suppress the amounts received over and
above suppressing the unit price thus undervaluing

the imports of

both crude palm oil and wheat. The said understatement
into additional

taxes of Kshs.565, 870,537.80

resulted

inclusive of interest

f

after adjustments and prays that the Tribunal upholds the assessment.
d) Whether

the Appellant

imported

had correct

tariff declarations

items, namely; paraflex CW598

of its

and Bakery Machine

Parts
69.

The Appellant

argued that-it imported
"

audit period" for use on its operations
Heading 2712.20.00

paraflex Cw598 during the
and declared it under Tariff

whereas the Respondent

disallowed the entries

and instead classified them under
, tariff heading

3506.91.00

which

attracts a duty of 25%.
,

70.

The Appellant submitted that the testing of paraflex was conducted
using the qualltatlve'analysls

parameter which was withdrawn

because it does not represent the optimum
database

with the most modern

taxes demanded.
examination

The Appellant

of the Respondent's

way to generate a new

computerised

not therefore be used by the Respondent
argued

in 2014

equipment.

to determine
further

It could

the additional

that during cross-

witness, one Mr Bernard Odhiambo

confirmed this fact.
71.

It was the contention

of the Appellant that it classified the product

under H.S Code 271220.00

based on the fact that the product

paraffin wax containing by weight less than 0.75% of oil.
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72.

Moreover,

the Appellant stated that it sought testing of the product

from various places, namely but not limited to Kenya Bureau of
Standards,

who

could not test it and subcontracted

Limited, whose results showed an oil content

SGS

Kenya

below 0.75%

of oil,

Intertak China through its supplier, Paramat B.V (as the product was
imported

from China) whose results were oil content

below 0.75%

and finally paraflex Cw 598, the Appellant supplier, one, B.V. who
stated that the product was a fully formulated
and impregnation
flour wrapper

product for the coating

of paper used widely for candles, bread, meat and

containing

a maximum

oil content

originated from Paramat's B.V. Plant in Netherlands
code of HS 346490.00,

all of which the Respondent

of 0.75%.

This

indicating a tariff
chose to ignore

and selectively used documents from China.
73. On Bakery machine parts, the Appellant stated that it imported eight
(8) tray pocket stainless steel and complete stoppers which it uses as
part of its bakery machinery and it declared them under tariff heading
HS code 8438.90.00
74.

.

which attracts zero duty .

During the Audit, the Respondent
of the products
7326.90.00

and instead classified them

and 8309.90.00

rate of 25%

rejected the Appellant's declaration
under

tariff headings

respectively which attracts duty at the

and Value Added Tax at 16%. This resulted in the

demand for import duties and VAT of Kshs.95, 082.00 and Kshs.211,
294.00 respectively.
75.

The Appellant
category

was categorical

that the products

of parts of machinery

for the industrial
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or

processing of food or drink not elsewhere specified or included under
Chapter 84.
76.

It was the Appellant's

submission that the Respondent,

clearance audit demand
consideration

dated 2nd September

of its objection

in its post

2016, had made due

on this item and agreed to vacate its

demand but to date has failed to do so.
77.

On this issue, the Respondent,
paraflex Cw598

to the wrong

stated that the Appellant

resulting to non-payment
Its contention

in relation

tariff of

misclassified the product

of taxes amounting

to Kshs. 41,105,000/=.

is that the product is classifiable under tariff Heading

3506 which covers prepared glues and other prepared adhesives and
not the declared tariff Heading 2712 which covers petroleum

jelly,

paraffin wax and similar products. It contends that paraflex Cw598 is
not a wax but a prepared adhesive.
78.

Further, the Respondent

stated that the Appellant was inconsistent in

its classification because its invoices from the manufacturer

indicated

tariff

supplier's

heading

headquarters

3506,

whereas

the

opinion

from

the

indicated 3401, while the Appellant used 2712. Due to

the inconsistency, the Respondent chose to do a laboratory analysis of
the product, whose results determined

it to be a prepared

adhesive

containing wax, polymers and resins, which fall under Heading 3506.
Moreover,

all documents

including

the

Appellant's

invoice,

the

analytical reports from Interk Laboratory as shown in the Appellant's
Bundle 1 documents,
as prepared

pages 171 and 173 as filed, describe the product

adhesives. The Respondent

submitted

that the product,

paraflex Cw598 would only fall under 2712 if it contained only pure
wax, with no polymers or resins.
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79. Moreover,

the

Respondent

Customs Organization(WCO)
350-1,

Paragraph

including

B(4),

preparations

stated

that

according

to the World

Explanatory notes, 5th Edition pages V1-

prepared

glues

and

prepared

adhesives

specifically for use as adhesives

containing

added substances not falling under Chapter 35, for instance

wax are

to be classified under Heading 3506.
80.

According to the Respondent, the country of origin of the product
China, a fact not disputed
documents.

It therefore

by the Appellant

correctly

China. This is also supported

as per its bundle of

used a certificate

by the Appellant's

is

of origin from

bundle of documents

page 169 of the Bundle 1, whose data sheet has a description of the
product

from the manufacturer

Headquarter

of the company

make

origin

the

manufacturing

but

is in Netherlands
China,

where

does not
the

actual

of the product took place.

the Harmonized

submission that the Rules of interpretation

system demand

subject

Interpretative

"Pararnat"

Netherlands

81. It was the Respondent's

Heading

shown as China. The fact that the

to

any

legal

that classification
texts

and

under

of

is by terms of
the

General

Rules (GIR), which requires the most specific description

to be preferred to general ones.
82. The Respondent
out laboratory

submitted that it has capacity and mandate to carry
analysis of a product as opposed

cannot purport to have the competency

to KEBSor SGS who

that legally falls within and

belongs to the Respondent.
83. On the Appellant's submission that the testing method was withdrawn
in August 2014, the Respondent

asserted that it was the method in

Application at the time of the testing as the withdrawal
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more

than one year after the testing

rationale

for

therefore

argued

does

the

withdrawal
further

not negate

has

limited

that the limited

its correctness

other parameters

was done

and further

use

by the

industry.

use of a criteria

or validity,

which

that the
It

or method

was used among

and criteria.

e) Whether the Respondent was justified in demanding warehouse
Rent?
84.

The

Appellant

argued

Kshs.ll,314,959.00
allegedly

that

thirty

not entered

by the Appellant

into consideration

days granted

In responsexthe
goods

'"

the fact that

laws

and

custody

after twenty

regulations.

of its imports

of discharge

failing

that

twenty

as communicated

2nd September

2016

to adhere

there

the

by

its

committed

thereafter.

massive

be judicious

rent is payable

with

on

to the customs

Appellant

failed

that the waiver

under

irregularities

It therefore

of

to take

one days after commencement

the Appellant

to the conditions

imported

failed

30th April 2013, which

in the Revised Demand

because

twenty

was an extension

one days, being contrary

within

for goods

the statutory

warehouse

of the same. It-contended

was revoked

thereof

by the Respondent.

stated-that

It stated

demanded

that the Respondent

to it vide a letter dated

Respondent.

entered

within

argument

letter has not to date been revoked
85.

Respondent

in warehouse , rent and interest

one days. It was the Appellant's
to take

the

submitted

abused
which
and

granted

by it

Notice dated
the facility

the goods
customs

were

offences

that the discretion

an underlying

supposed

to

Appellant

to come with clean hands in order to enjoy its benefits.
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the
In

its considered

submission, in the said circumstances,

the Appellant

does not merit the waiver.
f) Whether the Respondent could demand taxes dating over five
years
86. The Appellant contended
Respondent,
demand

that out of the total taxes demanded

by the

there are some taxes that date over five years from the

i.e. before

2nd September

2016. Therefore

pursuant

Section 135(3) of the EACCMA, 2004; the Respondent
from demanding

to

is prohibited

taxes dating over, 5 years. The said provision states

as follows;
'the proper officer shall not make any demand after five years from

the date of the short levy or erroneous
unless the short levy or erroneous

refund, as the case may be,

refund had been caused by fraud

on the part of the person who should have paid the amount short
levied or to whom the refund was erroneously

made, as the case

maybe. '

87.

It was the argument, of the Appellant that the Respondent's

demand

,

for taxes

in respect 'of transactions

in SG36 of the

contained

%

Appellant's

Statement'

of

Facts,

'.

Kshs.233, 962,115 is statutevbarred
statutory
mandatory

period

of

limitation

pages

905-919

amounting

to

as it is outside the said five year
provided

for

and

couched

in

terms.

88. It further stated that the exemption

provided

for under Section 135

(3) is only where the short ley is as a result of fraud on the part of the
Appellant,

which fraud the Appellant vehemently

denied as having

committed.
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89.

The Appellant in support of its submissions referred the Tribunal to
various authorities, namely but not limited to the following:I)

Republic vs Commissioner of Customs Ex-parte Mulchand
Ramji & Sons Limited (2010) eKLR

II)

Re Preston (1985) 1 A.C. 835

III)

Associated

Provincial

Picture

Wednesbury Corporation
(iv)

Houses

Limited

vs

(1948) 1 KB 223

Republic vs Kenya Revenue Authority

Ex-parte:Cosmos

Limited (2016) eKLR
IV)

Diamond Industries Limited vs Commissioner of Customs
Services (TAT No. 12 of 2013)

v)

Kapa Oil Refineries vs Commissioner of Customs Services
(TAT No. 17of2013)

(vii)

Standard Practices for Identification of Material by
infrared Absorption Spectroscopy (Withdrawn

viii)

2014)

Republic vs Revenue Authority & Another Ex-parte Kenyan
Nut Company Limited (2014) eKLR

90.

submission that it is an entity running its

It was the Appellant's

business in Kenya and is a responsible corporate citizen who has over
the years made substantial payment of taxes required of it within the
law.

It cited Article

210(1) of the Constitution

stipulates that the taxes may be imposed,
provided

of Kenya which

waived

or varied as

in legislation and by acting in the manner it did;

Respondent

violated

the

Therefore the Appellant

said

provisions

of

the

the

Constitution.

contended that the demanded additional

taxes totalling Kshs. 809,320,991.00

is unjustified, unmerited, without
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any legal basis and should
Tribunal
91.

to this issue, the Respondent

2nd September

asserted

2016 is a "Revised

that the date of demand

application

of time

is the

2013. It further

September

2016 only covered

argued

31st May 2013. Moreover,
has been pending

Tribunal
92.

Appeal

demand",

as is so titled.

date

of demand,

the period

which

of audit

before the defunct

is 24th

dated

2nd

which was up to

tlia] it is clearly evident

it argued

It

of this Appeal and the

that the revised demand

further contended

are tainted

with

them from the/ambit
2004.

It further

entire

Appellant's

therefore

fraud

adjudicator,

that this

& Excise Appeals

Customs

that the transactions
and

and

leading to the

therefore

removes

of "Section 135(3) of EACCMA,

"

that' this Tribunal, makes a finding that the

,

flled-In

documents

.

was committed

it has jurisdiction

Respondent

forgery

of the provisions

against the Appellant

Revenue

fraud

submitted

.~

93.

that the demand

and the Tax Appeals Tribunal.

The Respondent

the

by the

submitted

for purposes

initial

September

matter

set aside or reviewed

and allow its Appeal.

In response
dated

be vacated,

this Appeal

by the Appellant,

to" the

High

civil sentence

To buttress

Court

and

and being a civil

to mete out appropriate

for fraud and forgery.

referred

are forgeries

case

its argument,

in the

Judicial

Misc., Cause No. 455 of 2014.

In addition

and

to support

Respondent

cited various

two herein below,

its entire

response

cases and of particular

to the Appeal,
relevance

which were also cited by the Appellant

the

being the
in support

of its Appeal;
i)

Tax

Appeal

Commissioner

No.

17

of Customs

of

2013,

Kapa

Oil

Refineries

Services.
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-v-s

ii)

Tax Appeal No. 12 of 2013, Diamond

Industries Limited -vs-

Commissioner of Customs Services.
94.

The Respondent

sought to distinguish the above

said two appeals

from the present Appeal in that in those two cases the Tribunal made
a finding that there were valid grounds for rejecting the transaction
values under the Transaction
was the alternative

Value Method

methods employed

and that the only issue

in those cases although there

was reason to doubt

the accuracy of the declared

present

Respondent

Appeal,

the

rejected

the

values. In this

Transaction

Value

Method and applied the Transaction Value of Similar Goods Method
as well

as the

transaction

value

under

the

Fall Back Method.

Therefore it concluded that the Appellant's authorities are irrelevant.
95.

Lastly, the Respondent

submitted that it acted reasonably within its

statutory authority without arbitrariness and no evidence of malice or
bad faith, bias or unlawfulness
Instead it has demonstrated

has been adduced

by the Appellant.

fraud and forgery on the part of the

Appellant with regard to the COEs that the declared tariff was wrong
and that doubtful
imports.

values were

used with regard to valuation

of

It prays that its Assessment be upheld and the Appeal be

dismissed with costs.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
96.

The Tribunal will now turn to the issues as enumerated

above for its

analysis and findings sequentially as hereunder;

a) Whether the Appellant duly exported its products.
97.

The Appellant in its submissions argued that the Respondent justified
its demand on the basis that the Appellant's

export entries were not

captured in the simba system hence its conclusion that the exports did
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not take place. However

the Tribunal notes that the Respondent's

argument was that an export is evidenced by a process, namely,
a) An endorsed

Road Manifest which is properly

an Outward

rotated

by issuing

Rotation Number in the Rotation Register at the exit

point. The Rotation Number is handwritten

on the Road Manifest

after the details have been entered in the rotation register.
b) A proper
Number,

entry

in the Rotation

description

Register capturing

of goods, the exporter,

the Entry

the importer

and

means of transport.
c) Verification Account endorsed
Manifest or the export
Verification

by hand at the back of the Road

Entry and signed and stamped

by the

Officer (yO)"" who carried out a physical check to

confirm that the goods declared for export are actually received at
the exit station.
d) An online message inpuf by the Head Verification Officer (HVO)
or the va

indicating that they have indeed received the goods and

physically verifled or sighted them.
e) A Certificate of Export (COE) which is generated
'%;%

online once the

"1t,<

HVO or the Station Head is satisfied that the goods declared for
.
" station have exited/left the country.
export through that particular

Information

used to generate

the CaE

is from the Verification

Account or Rotation Register.
98.

Whereas
documents

the Appellant

contended

that

it had produced

requested for by the Respondent

of its goods, it was the Respondent's
by the Appellant

all the

evidencing exportation

assertion that the COE furnished

were forgeries as none of them is in its customs

system as demonstrated

by the Respondent
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fact that the CaE cannot be retrieved from the Respondent's

system is

clear evidence that the export entries are not genuine as no CaE is
"manually created" .
99.

The Appellant
entries

further

stated

that the responsibility

of reporting

in the Simba system lies with the Respondent's

officers at the border points, who after approving

customs

exports endorsed

the relevant Form C.17B and then are required to report the entries
in the system. On its part the Respondent
serialised,

system

generated

and

the

argued that the CaE are
same

number

cannot

be

repeated by the system in a particular year. Equally the CaE numbers
are subsequent
Respondent,

and can never decrease. Therefore

according to the

the processing of the export entries by its officers at the

Documents processing Centre does not evidence exportation

as any

export entry so processed can only be discharged by a report of exit
which must be generated
physically

at the exit points once the goods are

received and exported.

The burden of proving that the

goods physically exited by way of documentary
Appellant, which it has failed to demonstrate
100. As for the rotation

numbers, the Respondent

evidence lay on the

to the Tribunal.
asserted that the same

were forgeries. Rotation numbers are usually issued by a verification
officer at the point

of receiving and confirming

declared in the entries are contained
means of transport,

that the goods

in the vessel declared to be the

whether it is a vessel, railway wagon, aircraft or

vehicle carrying goods destined for transit or export.

These entries

with rotation numbers are in eight sets, the original is retained by the
Respondent's
Standards

border

post

(KEBS), clearing

are

distributed

agent,

Police,
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of
The

Respondent

determined

were presented

that the Appellant's

as a confirmation

rotational

numbers that

of exports were forgeries as they

were for different goods, of different descriptions

belonging to other

exporters, issued for different vessels, on different dates of export and
at different export points.
101. The Respondent

submitted that pursuant to the Tribunal's order both

parties had their inspection teams formed with a view to verifying the
existence

of

rotational

registers at the relevant

Respondent

the

rotational

numbers

against

audit period.

only two entries from Namanga

the

Respondent's

According to the

Customs Station border

point reflecting the Appellant were found. This is out of the total 247
entries in dispute. However

even these two were mismatched with
<,

regard to the truck numbers. The inference is that the actual trucks did

. and .therefore
'
not reach that station
were not rotated. Moreover, the

"

rotation numbers were not Backed by a corresponding
or a verification

report that must be endorsed

online message

on the export entry,

which is retained, at the customs office and the exporter,
,

'"

retains the

original hand written verification report. Then one would pose and
ask, was the mismatch of the trucks an indication that the Appellant
"",

merely presented docurnents'and not the goods.
102. The Appellant would be expected to avail the original documents that
were used to make the export entries like the endorsed road manifest
or export entry. The Respondent challenged the Appellant to produce
even one import entry from Tanzania

Revenue Authority to show

that the goods were received there, in vain.
103. The Respondent's
in Namanga

witness one, Veronica Mwangi who was stationed

at the relevant

period,
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appearing

on the verification

accounts were not hers. The witness

further stated that all officers at Namanga

have specific stamps each

bearing a number that is unique to the specific officer. This is for
purposes
documents.

of

identifying

the

officer

The Appellant's documents

who

endorses

the

export

had a general stamp without

sun marks or numbers which is a clear indication that the said stamps
did not belong to the Respondent.
104. The Tribunal takes cognizance of the/act
being informed

by the Respondent

that the Appellant, despite

that its export documents

were

not genuine failed and or neglected to ca]] its clearing agent who
prepared

the documents

and presented

the same for verification at

the exit points to testify, The Tribunal agrees with the testimony of
the Respondent' s fores~id witness as-her evidence was not rebutted by
the Appellant.
105. The Tribunal was taken through various (OEs that were produced by
the Appellant. 'The

,

Respondent

was able to demonstrate

Tribunal that th'e~entries relatlngvto-speciflc

to the

(OEs were for different

entry numbers, were-generated by different officers, were for different
~

years, some did not exist at-the stated border points, some numbers
quoted did not exist at the sta!~d border points, there were mismatch
of users log in the system, which is not possible as access is based on
the username and password and the system cannot interchange users.
The Tribunal makes reference to the Respondent's

Submissions filed

on 11th January 2017 for all the specific entries on pages 6, 7 and 8,
emanating from the Appellant's filed documents,

marked as Bundle 1.

The Appellant argued that the omission of the truck details was due to
the failure of the Respondent's

officers who omitted
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the rotation

books and the same ought

not to be visited on the

Appellant. The Tribunal is of the opinion that these contradictions

are

far too many to be taken as mere omissions and the Appellant's
explanation

is farfetched.

106. The Appellant

poked

holes on the

Respondent's

witness,

one

, Veronica Mwangi who testified that during her nine years of work in
Namanga she had not come across trucks containing the Appellant's
export goods in the Namanga

border. She stated that none of the

Appellant's export entries emanated
rotation
Tribunal

from Namanga appeared

in the

registers. However when the Appellant sought leave of the
and was granted

produced

two

entries,

2012NKU73011NMA
Namanga

rotational

time to procure
namely,

which showed

further

documents

2012NKU72958NMA
the Appellants'

export

it
and

in the

'"

registers, which entries had formed part of the

tax demand.
107. The Tribunal notes that the Respondent

admitted

that the said two

entries were indeed correct and found at Namanga Custom's station
but argued

that the same were

mismatched

vehicle truck numbers and "contended

with regard to the

that the actual trucks never

reached Namanga. It further stated that in any event, the same were
not

supported

by corresponding

online

message

or verification

report that must always be endorsed on the export entry, copies be
retained

by the

customs

office failing which,

submitted that the same were not rotated.

the

Respondent

The Tribunal notes that

the fact that the two entries were found to show that the Appellant
exported

its goods in respect of the two entries does not sanitize the

legitimacy of the rest of the 247 entries.
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108. The foregoing
Respondent's

formed the basis of the Appellant's
Simba system was therefore

relied on to demand
considered

additional

assertion that the

flawed and could not

taxes .The Tribunal

be

has carefully

the evidence of the said witness and is of the respectful

view that despite her testimony in respect of the said two entries, the
Tribunal makes a finding that the taxes based on the same ought not
to be

removed

numbers

and

from the demand
there

was

no

verification.

Accordingly

the

Furthermore

it is not disputed

as there was mismatch of truck

corresponding
same

were

online
not

message

properly

that the Appellant

or

rotated.

had more than

ample time accorded to it to produce evidence of exportation
the other remaining 247 entries, in vain. Consequently

of all

the Tribunal

makes a finding that the existence of the said two entries, which the
Tribunal

finds that

they

wereh'ot

properly

rotated,

does

not

invalidate the other entries that were relied upon by the Respondent
on its assessment.
109.The

fact

that

endorsements
Respondent's

the.

export

documents
~

had

the

Respondent's

on Hie" back of the same has been rebutted

by the

oral evidence through its witnesses who demonstrated

to the Tribunal that the aileg~a signatures and stamps on the said
documents

did not belong to the alleged officers at Namanga border

station.
110. Further, the Appellant submitted that failure by it to cross examine the
Respondent's
prejudicial
demonstrated

witness

on

to its Appeal.

the

failure

It stated

of the
that

the

before the Tribunal the functioning

simba

system was

Respondent

witness

of the said system

by inputting various export entries which were allegedly not found in
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the system. It stated that it was not accorded an opportunity
Tribunal

to cross examine

the witness. The Tribunal

precluded the cross-examination
the Respondent

by the

notes that it

of the said witness on the basis that

did not present the relevant part of the Simba system

during cross examination

of the witness as the said system failed to

function at that relevant part. Therefore it would be prejudicial to the
witness to be cross-examined on a part of evidence that had not been
tendered.
111. In view of the foregoing analysis, the Tribunal makes a finding that the
Appellant did not duly export its products declared as exports.
b) Whether the Appellant accounted for all its TREO imports.
112. The Appellant submitted that it was not allowed to access the Simba
system and the same is only accessible by the Respondent

and the

clearing agents and the latter are not the ones who are responsible for
reporting

entries in the Simba system. Moreover,

the Respondent's

officers are responsible for the export process as they supervise it right
from the loading point to the exit. The Respondent
circumstances

reject the Appellant's

during the exportation

documents

cannot in the

that are generated

process. The Tribunal however

notes that the

Appellant is not being truthful and is misleading the Tribunal on this
aspect. It was the responsibility of the Appellant

to ensure that its

goods which it had been granted under TREO scheme were actually
exported

by going through

the necessary

exportation

process as

required by the Respondent.
113.During the proceedings,

the Appellant's witness one Mr. Shilen Gadia

stated when prompted

by the Tribunal that he could not avail his

clearing agent who he said was at large and could not be traced. In the
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absence

of the clearing

demonstrating

agent

that exportation

the Appellant

was responsible

for

took place. In any event the clearing

agent was acting on behalf of the principal who is the Appellant.
Furthermore,
updated

it is noted

using

authenticated

that

information

Respondent's

supplied

by the Respondent.

the system using correct

the

by

online

the

The Respondent

information

system is

Appellant

and

could only update

arising from the Appellant's

documents. The Appellant stated that there is information
the online system when at the same time it produced

missing from

CoE, ostensibly

retrieved from the same system. It was showing hot and cold at the
same time.
114. The Appellant submitted that the Respondent

charge on wheat flour

sales was wrong on the basis that the same was zero rated whether
sold locally or exported. The Tribunal is of the considered view that if
wheat flour was zero rated as alleged by the Appellant,
then manufacture
Moreover,

why did it

wheat flour under duty remission scheme, TREO?

the Respondent

demonstrated

that the Appellant

made

export entries Numbers 2012 KSM 144321 and 2012 KSM 84683 for
the same flour that was sold locally! It therefore

makes a finding that

the Appellant's argument is not convincing to the Tribunal.
115.On the issue of the Appellant's argument that some entries related to
products that it did not manufacture,

the Respondent

averred that the

Appellant was hard put to prove how its PIN and tax details were used
in those entries or even without
wondered

why the Appellant

its consent.

Indeed the Respondent

did not lodge any complaint,

thus

leading into a logical conclusion that the said argument is baseless. The
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Tribunal agrees with the Respondent

and makes a finding that the

Appellant's assertion on the issue is farfetched.
116.The Tribunal notes that entry of cargo for export is envisaged under
Section 73 of the EACCMA. Sections73 (1) and 73(2) state as follows:'73(1). Save as otherwise

provided

in the customs laws, the

whole of the cargo to be loaded for export on any aircraft or
vessel shall be entered by the owner of such cargo in the manner
prescribed.
73 (2). Where any owner delivers an entry under this section he
or

she

shall furnish,

particulars,

therewith

supported

,

to

by documentary

'

the

proper

evidence,

officer

full

of the goods

referred to in the entry.
117.The Respondent

submitted tnat the Appellant failed to produce any

single certificate? of clearance for the vehicles declared as conveying its
goods to theforeign port issued as per Section 88 (1) of EACCMA. The
Tribunal

will

misinterpreted

state

without

hesitation

the said provision

that

the

Respondent

of law. The provision

states as

follows:'i\n aircraft or vessel, whether
from any port or

laden or in ballast, shall not depart

place irra Partner State to any foreign port unless

a certificate of clearance has been granted in respect of such aircraft
or vessel. ..
118. The issue of a requirement

for a clearance certificate could not arise in

this dispute because the Appellant's

goods were not being exported

to a foreign port, but rather to a partner state under EACCMA. Hence
Section 88 is inapplicable in this Appeal.
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119. On the issue of entry Number 2013 NB1l078619, the Appellant stated
that the same related to machinery that was sent to a supplier in
Germany for repairs. Hence, it was incumbent
prove the same by way of documentary

on the Appellant to

evidence

and proceed to

dispute the taxes levied thereon. It never did. The Tribunal is left with
no alternative

but make a finding that the additional

taxes are

payable.
120. As regards the Appellant's

assertion that the Respondent

demanded

taxes for VAT on entries that sales never took place and credit notes
were raised and it informed the Respondent
was incumbent
documentary

on the Appellant
evidence

and

to cancel the entries, it

to prove

proceed

the same by way of

to dispute

the taxes levied

thereon. It failed to do so.
121. The Tribunal will state that the onus was on the Appellant to prove to
the

satisfaction

manufactured

of

the

Tribunal

that

it

exported

its goods

under TREO. Section 30 of The Tax Appeals Tribunal

Act (TAT) and Section 56(1) of the Tax Procedures

Act, (TPA) are

" effect that the burden is on the
clear on the burden of proof, to the

taxpayer to prove that the tax decision is incorrect. Section Act 30 of
TAT provides as hereunder;

'In a proceeding before the Tribunal, the Appellant has a burden of
provinga) Where an appeal relates to an assessment, that the assessment
is excessive; or
b) In any other case, that the tax decision should not have been
made or should have been made differently.
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122. In view of the foregoing, the Tribunal will make a finding that the
Appellant

has failed to demonstrate

to the Tribunal that it duly

its products declared as exports.

exported

b) Whether the Appellant accounted for all its TREO imports
123.According

to Regulation

Management

7 of the East African Community

(Duty Remission) Regulations,2008

to remission of duty), the manufacturers

Customs

(conditions attached

of goods for export shall pay

duty on any imported goods that are not in the manufacture of goods
for export

or where the goods so manufactured

are not exported.

t

Similarly, the manufacturer

of goods for home use shall pay duty on

any imported goods that are not used in the manufacture
which such goods were approved.

In addition

of goods for

the manufacturer

is

liable to pay a penalty of 100/0 of the dutiable value.
124. The Respondent's

analysis of the Appellant's

period of audit showed that imported-wheat

transactions

over the

'welghlng 155,426,219

kilograms under the TREO scheme could not be fully accounted for
"~

compared to the exp!!~ctedoutput.
125. The expected

,
thedifference

output Tor the said wheat
0,

121,232,451 kilograms,

flour for home

use is

of 34,193,768 kilograms being

Pollard and Bran. From the documents availed to the Respondent
was

noted

138,390,741

and

verified

kilograms.

kilograms worth

that
This

the

total

leaves

KshsA35, 382,983.00

actual

a variance

production
of

unaccounted

it

was

16,273,478

for being the

worth of imports supposed to produce the difference. This led the
Respondent

to levy taxes on the same amounting

538,298.30

with a penalty thereto of KshsA, 353,829.83.
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125. The Tribunal

notes that the undisputed

fact is that the Appellant

imported wheat weighing 155,426,219 kilograms. Furthermore
parties agree on the input amount
dispute is the production

aforesaid.

However

to disprove

hereinabove

the Respondent

The onus was on the

on the variances

on the expected output upon production.

it was the Appellant's

what is in

It is noted that the Appellant did

outcome.

not show the specific amounts on production.
Appellant

both

duty to demonstrate

shown

Furthermore,

the figures shown as

closing stock and losses. It failed to do so.
126. The Appellant argued that the Respondent

failed to take into account

closing stocks (stock balances) spilling over the audit period as well as
levels that is allowable

outturn tolerance
landing between

out turn differences, short

bill of lading quantities and that discharged as per

the final outturn

report,

screenings, dust and in transit losses i.e.

shortages arising from Mombasa to Kisumu transport of the imported
wheat ..
127. The Respondent

on its part stated that all data it used was collected

from the Appellant during the audit. The Tribunal makes a finding
that it is upon the Appellant

to show how the figures shown as

closing stock and losses were arrived at.

The Appellant

had an

opportunity

since the audit was carried out in 2014, through the

proceedings

up to the conclusion

disprove

the

amounts

of the proceedings

imported

and

the

yields

in 2017 to
thereof

after

manufacturing.
128. The Appellant
)

submitted

that upon

manufacture

products, it accounted for all its wheat imported
Respondent,

upon

which

the

Respondent
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the

cancellation
goods

of the Appellant's

were

manufactured

unreasonable

bonds after being satisfied that the
and

sold

and

therefore

it

was

of the Respondent to demand taxes after the said bond

cancellation.
129. On its part, the Respondent argued that the cancellation of bonds was
based on

information

given by the Appellant,

was illegal and further that the cancellation

which information

per se does not preclude

it from exercising its lawful powers to verify the information
necessary demand
Respondent

and if

for the taxes due. The Tribunal agrees with the

that the post clearance audit investigation

was carried

out after cancellation of the security bonds and that the same was to
verify the accuracy and correctness of the Appellant's
is an administrative
Respondent

measure

for trade

records, which

facilitation.

could not in the circumstances demand

Indeed

the

for additional

taxes when the security bonds were in force.
130. The Tribunal takes judicial notice of the fact that in any event if there
were transit losses, as alleged by the Appellant,
much and could therefore
without

be easily accounted

much challenges. The Tribunal

the same were not
for by the Appellant

makes a finding that the

Appellant was accorded enough time by the Tribunal to furnish any
evidence it had including documents

to disprove the Respondent's

additional tax assessments. The Appellant having been provided with
an opportunity

to be heard and present its case to the effect that the

tax decision was incorrect and having failed to do so

has itself to

blame.
131. Consequently,

the Tribunal will make a finding that the Appellant

failed to account for all its TREO imports
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c) Whether the Appellant under-declared customs value on its crude
palm oil and wheat imports.
i) Crude palm oil products
132. The Respondent

submitted

adhere to the valuation
stated

that

documents,

the

laws and procedures.

Appellant

credit and debit

process plans together
However,

that the Appellant's

notes,

to

all accounting

supply contracts,

production

records among others.

notes that the Appellant

showed

that it

namely;

i.

Supply Contract

ii.

Commercial invoices

iii.

Import Declaration form

iv.

Credit note/Debt

v.

Import Declaration (entry)

vi.

Bill of lading

vii.

Payment instructions to the Appellant's Bank

viii.

Payment advice from the Bank

ix.

did not

In its submissions, it

it access

with import output

the Tribunal

provided documents,

denied

imports

note (as applicable)

Out turn report

133. According to the Tribunal, the issue in contention

is undervaluation

of crude palm oil and wheat products, whose values the Respondent
rejected based on out turn quantities and credit/debit
showed

prices

per

metre

tonne

higher

than

the

notes which
Appellant's

commercial invoice value. It is therefore not true for the Respondent
to assert that the Appellant did not provide the documents, save that
the Respondent

doubted the accuracy of those documents availed by

Appellant.
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134. The Tribunal notes that the Appellant
from

Josovina

its crude palm oil

products

(CPOP)

(Josovina)

based in Singapore. It argued that the transactions

generated

mainly

imported

Commodities

Limited
were

by a supply contract entered into between it and Josovina,

which formed the basis of the declared CIF value. Furthermore,
submitted that it paid a 10%

it

deposit, which in its opinion did not

form part of the invoice value and that the actual value was higher
than

that

in the commercial

transaction

invoice.

It further

stated

that the

value had the price actually paid for the goods which

were arrived at by multiplying the unit price with the quantity that
was supplied. On this basis, it declared its imports and paid the due
taxes.
135. Having considered the above the Tribunal makes a finding that there
was no such thing as deposit made by the Appellant as alleged. The
alleged 10% deposit was hidden in the commercial
note. The Tribunal agrees with the Respondent
upon the Appellant
contention

invoice cover

that it was incumbent

to avail its books of accounts

to support

its

that the deposit formed part of the invoice value, noting

that most of the Appellant's

invoices were raised after the lapse of

seven days and after the deposit

payment

period

had lapsed and

deposits paid.
136. The Appellant's insured values are shown as 110% and not 100%. On
the commercial invoice, the Appellant submitted that the additional
10% was to take care of ancillary costs that were incurred, such as
stevedoring charges, freight, clearing among others.
137. The

Tribunal

determination

agrees

with

the

Respondent's

of value of imported

argument

goods for valuation
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the primary
actually

method

is the transaction

paid or payable

represented

where

necessary which

is

by Cost, Insurance and Freight (CIF) for imports by sea.

It is not in contention
considered,

as adjusted

value, which is the price

that

it is not the invoice

but the total aspects of a transaction

alone

with the supporting

documents. The Tribunal makes a finding that determination
for customs purposes is the Commercial
terms of CIF, what

that is

of value

invoice shown at 1100/0. In

forms the customs value is what

is actually

incurred and since insurance was at 1100/0 then what the Appellant
insured to import its goods is 1100/0 of the cost.
138. The provisions

of law in paragraph

EACCMA has clothed

the

9 of the Ninth Schedule of

Respondent

with

powers

to

make

necessary adjustments of the invoice value where some costs incurred
by an importer
Therefore

have not been included

in the invoice amount.

if a cost element is left out in determining

the unit price

the amount is adjusted by adding the cost excluded to the unit cost.
Section 122(1) of ECCMA and paragraph 2(1) of the Fourth Schedule
lends credence to the same.
139. It is worth
confronted

noting that in the instant case, the Respondent

was

with three different values, namely the invoice value, the

sales contract and the credit/debit

note value. It was legally correct

for the Respondent

to determine

the accurate value to apply for

valuation

after

doubted·

purposes

having

the

accuracy

of the

Appellant's declared values. The Respondent was left with no option
other

that

departure

from the Transaction

value

to Alternative

Methods of Valuation.
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140. The Respondent's

rejection of the Appellant's declared values on the

basis of credit notes that showed a price per metric tonne that was
higher than its commercial invoice was correct for the simple reason
that a credit note or debit note is a supplementary
the per unit value in the credit/debit

invoice. Therefore

note ought to have been equal

to the per unit value in the invoice, which was not the case in the
Appellant's

case. The Tribunal makes a finding that the Appellant's

declared values were not a true reflection of the transaction

value

and that the amounts appearing in the commercial invoices were part
of what was paid to the supplier.
ii) Wheat-other products

141. The

Tribunal

consignments

notes

that

the

Appellant

argued

it

imported

of wheat which were declared and correct taxes paid.

On its part, the Respondent
issue, adduced

to support its demand

several relevant entries enumerated

for taxes on this
in its submission,

which showed under declarations of customs value.
142. The Tribunal

has carefully considered

each entry produced

by the

Respondent

and notes that the Appellant has failed to disprove the

same.

burden

The

Respondent's

was

on

the

Appellant

to

prove

that

the

evidence on the said numerous entries was incorrect.

143. The law is clear that the burden of proof rests on the Appellant to
show that the Respondent's

tax decision was incorrect. Section 30 of

the Tax Appeals Tribunal and Section 56(1) of Procedures Act lend
credence to the same.
144. The Tribunal

makes a finding that the Appellant

produce documentary

having failed to

evidence to support its allegation, choose to

suppress the amounts of consignments of wheat and other products
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received over and above supporting the unit prices thereby resulting
into undervaluation
wheat.

The

demanded

of the imports

understatement

of both crude palm oil and

resulted

into

the

additional

taxes

by the Respondent.

d) Whether the Appellant had correct tariff declarations of its
imported items.
146. The Appellant contended

that it imported paraplex CW598 for use in
/

its operations

and declared it under bI.S. code 2712.20.00

based on

the fact that the product is paraf,f'l by weight less than the 0.75%
oil. The Respondent

classifled it under bI.S.code 3506.91.00

of

which

covers prepared glues and other prepared adhesives. The Respondent
contended
paraffin

that the Appellant's declared tariff covers petroleum jelly,
wax

and

similar -products.

,

Appellant's

Therefore

it rejected

the

'"

clarification on the basis that paraplex CW598 is not a

wax but a~prepared

adhesivev based on its laboratory

analysis and

findings.
147. The Tribunal

'notes that

the

Appellant

was

inconsistent

in its

clarification of the product.

Its invoices from the manufacturer

Plant-Netherlands

tariff heading

indicated

B.V.

3506 which part is not

""
denied by the Appellant. The,
opinion from the Appellant's suppliers

Paramat

B.V of China indicated

Appellant

used

Respondent

tariff

heading

tariff heading
2712.

to carry out a laboratory

result determined

The

3401, whereas the

inconsistency

led the

analysis of the product, whose

it to be a prepared adhesive coating wax, polymers

and resins which fall under heading 3506.
148.

Further, the Respondent
Customs

Organization

demonstrated

that according to the World

(WblO) , Explanatory
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prepared

glasses and

prepared

adhesives

including

specifically for use as adhesives

containing

added

preparations
substances not

falling under Chapter 35 are to be clarified under heading 3506.
149. The Appellant disputed the Respondent's

use of the formula it used,

in testing of paraflex CW598 as the same was withdrawn
adding

that the Respondent's

Bernard Odhiambo

evidence

through

in 2014,

its witness,

Mr.

confirmed this fact. However, the Tribunal notes

that the method used by the Respondent

was the one in application

at the material time of testing as the withdrawal of the same came in
,
force more than one year after'the tesfingwas done.
,)"

,g.J

150. In view of the foregoing,
Interpretation

',',.

the Tribunal

of the Harmonized

agrees that the Rules of

System demand

that classification

of a product is by Terms of Heading subject to any legal texts and
under the General Interpretative
most

specific description

Consequently,

Rules (GIR) which requires that the

is to

be

preferred

to

general

ones.

it is the finding of the Tribunal that the Appellant had

wrong tariff classification of the paraflex CW598.
151. On Bakery machine parts, it was the Appellant's

argument that the

products fall under the' category of parts of the machinery for the
industrial manufacture

or processing of food or drink not elsewhere

specified or included under Chapter
tariff heading H.S Code 8438.90.00
Respondent
8309.90.00

classified

them under

which attracts zero duty.

under

H.S.Code

7326.90.00

The
and

attracting duty and VAT @25% and 16% respectively.

152. It was the Appellant's
clearance audit demand
consideration

them

84 and declared

argument
dated 2nd

that the Respondent
September,

in its post

2016 had made due

of its objection on this product and agreed to vacate
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..
the demand but to date had failed to do so. Surprisingly, it is noted
that the Respondent

in its entire response did not allude to this issue

and failed to offer any evidence to support its demand. Accordingly,
the Tribunal notes that the Respondent's

demand

on the additional

taxes in respect to Bakery machinery parts is incorrect and ought to
be vacated.

e) Whether the Respondent was justified in demanding customs
warehouse rent.
153. The Appellant
consideration

argued

thaf the

Respondent

failed to take into

that !here was in existence an extension of thirty (30)

days granted to it vide the Respondent's

letter dated 30th of April,

2013, and yet the Respondent assessed additional taxes amounting to
KshS.11, 314,959 in warehouse

rent. In its response,

-

~

the Respondent

stated that the waiver it granted was revoked by .virtue of its Revised
"'.

demand

1:4

Notice

Appellant's

'11

dated

~

2nd September,

2016

as a result of the

abuse of the facility granted to it under TREO by failing

to adhere to the conditions attendant

thereto. It therefore submitted

that the Appellant had hot come to the Tribunal with clean hands so
as to enjoy the benefits accruing from it.
154.

It is worth noting that the Respondent

has to date not revoked its

waiver granted to the Appellant vide its said letter. Its argument that
the Revised Demand
waiver

notice revoked the same is untenable

and the Revised Demand

Notice have no nexus.

as the
It was

incumbent upon the Respondent to clearly and specifically revoke its
waiver

granted

which it failed to do.

In the circumstances,

the

Tribunal holds that though the Appellant failed to take custody of its
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..
imports within Twenty One (21) days after commencement
discharge
granted

of the same as provided

for in law, the Respondent

it a waiver on 2nd September,

revoked to date. Consequently
Respondent's

of the

2016 which has not been

the Tribunal makes a finding that the

demand on the additional taxes for customs warehouse

rent of Ksh: 11,314,958.00 is incorrect and ought to be vacated.

f) Whether the Respondent's demand 'for taxes dating over 5 years
was statutory time barred
155. The Appellant

argued that the Respondent's

,

,

demand

in respect of

various transactions as confirmed in its Statement of Facts pages 905
to 919 amounting

to KshS.233,962,115.00' is statute time barred as it

was outside the five (5) year .statutorv period of limitation provided
for and

couched

in\ mandatory

EACCMA. It thereforesubmitted
from demanding

terms,

under

Section135(3)

that the. Respondent

of

is prohibited

the said taxes. Jhe Appellant further argued that it
'4

cannot

be removed

from the exemption

of the Section 135(3) as

relating to short levy as a result of fraud, as it denied committing any
fraud.
156. Both parties cited casevlaws
'%

in support

of the issues herein. The

,

Tribunal will specifically refer to the cases cited by parties, being Tax
Appeal

Nos.

Commissioner

17 of

2013

of Customs

Kapa

Oil

Services and

Refineries

Limited

12 of 2013,

-vs-

Diamond

Industries Limited -vs- Commissioner of Domestic Taxes in respect of
the issue herein. The Tribunal will out rightly distinguish the said two
cases from the current
referred to,

Appeal and note that in the two cases

the Customs and Exercise Appeals Tribunal (defunct),

made a clear finding that there were valid grounds for rejecting the
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then

Appellant's

method.

transaction

Accordingly

alternative

methods

Respondent

that

declared
after

employed
were

but found

rejection

of the

under

the

reasons

to doubt

transaction

value

the Transaction

applied

the Transaction

Value of Similar Goods

24th of September,

In the

used
present

Value Method
Method

and

as well as

under the Fall-back Method.

agrees with the Respondent

of additional

of the

of valuation

methods.

rejected

demand

was the

the accuracy

fault on the methods

Value Method

value

in those cases. It fully agreed with the

the Respondent

157. The Tribunal

Transaction

issue for its determination

Appeal,

the Transaction

taxes against

that the initial date of its

the Appellant

is the one dated

of 2nd September,

2013. The raised demand

2016

the period of audit which was up to 31st of May, 2013.

only covered
158.

the only

there

values

values

In view of the foregoing

analysis the Tribunal

will proceed

to make

its findings herein as follows:a) The Appellant
declared

failed to prove

that it duly exported

its products

as exports.

b) The Appellant

failed to account

c) The Appellant
oil and wheat

under

for all its TREO imports.

declared

customs

values

on its crude palm

imports.

d) The Appellant

had a wrong

tariff declaration

of its imported

items, namely paraflex CW 598.
e) The Appellant
namely
f) The

had correct tariff declaration

Bakery machine

Respondent

warehouse

was

of its imported

items,

parts.
not

justified

in

demanding

customs

rent from the Appellant.
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•

g) The Respondent's

demands for additional

taxes were within the

statutory time period.
159. Consequently,

the Tribunal finds that this appeal has partially

succeeded and accordingly orders as follows;
a) The Respondent's

demand for additional taxes in respect of its

demand dated 24th September, 2013 for import duties and VAT in
respect of Bakery machinery parts in the sum of Kshs.95, 082.00
and Kshs.211, 294.00 respectively is hereby vacated.
b) The Respondent's

demand for additional taxes in its demand

assessment dated 24th September, 2013 in respect of customs
warehouse

rent in the sum of Kshs.ll, 314,959.00

is hereby

vacated.
c) The rest of the Respondent's

additional assessments in respect of

its demand dated 24th September, 2013 for Kshs. 809,320,991.00,
less the two demands in a and b above are hereby upheld.
d) Each party to bear its costs.
DATED and DELIVEREDat NAIROBI this 27THday of MARCH 2018.
In the presence of; TACEYMAKORI-for the

Appellant

KII5U61-forthe Respondent
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